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Various ad hoc approaches have been employed for the calculation of statistical properties 
of antigen-antibody complex systems. These approaches, however, overlook the fact that a 
systematic approach to such problems is available within the scope of the class of random graph 
processes known as branching or cascade processes. In this paper, we introduce, with sufficient 
detail for the reader to follow, the details of a cascade theoretical model for antigen-antibody 
systems and show how the molecular weight distribution for a particular system may be explored. 
The advantage of this systematic approach lies both in the ease with which statistical quantities 
can be computed once the model is set up, and the facility with which any simplifying assumptions 
of the model can be described and possibly relaxed should the need to do so arise. 
1. Introduction 
The immune system produces protein molecules called antibodies in response to 
the presence of foreign substances or antigens. The interactions between antigen and 
antibody are non-covalent, reversible reactions which depend mainly on the struc- 
tural complementarity between a (‘three-dimensional’) epitope (sometimes called a 
determinant) on the antigen and the binding site of the antibody. An important 
feature of all antibody molecules is the presence of at least two antigen binding sites 
per molecule. This permits the antibody molecules upon interaction with a multi- 
valent antigen, to form network structures called immune or antigen-antibody com- 
plexes. 
Many immunological phenomena are highly dependent on size and molecular 
composition of antigen-antibody complexes. These include (I) removal of antigen- 
antibody complexes from the circulatory system, (2) deposition of antigen-antibody 
complexes in tissues in certain diseases, (3) uptake of antigen-antibody complexes 
by specific phagocytic cells, and (4) the binding of complement components to 
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antigen-antibody complexes [38]. The size distributions of naturally occurring and 
model antigen-antibody systems have been investigated by a number of techniques 
including sucrose density gradient centrifugation [19], [36], analytical ultracentrifu- 
gation [2], [31], gel permeation chromatography [ 181, classical light scattering [I], 
and dynamic light scattering [39], [40]. Each of these techniques are used in order 
to obtain a given experimental parameter which may be related to an appropriate 
molecular weight average for the species under investigation. 
Several theoretical formulations have been put forward to describe the distribu- 
tion of antigen-antibody complexes on the basis of certain parameters defining the 
system in question. Such systems have a broad similarity to branched polymer 
systems, a subject that has occupied the attention of theoretical and experimental 
polymer scientists since the early 1940’s. The earliest approaches to a statistical 
description of branched polymers used distinctly ad hoc combinatorial arguments 
[lo], [37] which were difficult to generalize to any but the simplest systems. About 
20 years elapsed before combinatorial techniques drawn from cascade theory [13], 
1161, sometimes called the theory of branching processes [17], [30] were applied to 
the branched polymers. The use of these techniques resulted in a systematic ap- 
proach and one which has been shown capable of much generalization [4], [7]. More 
recently, the subject has been cast in the more general context of random graph 
theory [3], [21], [22], [23] for which many mathematical tools have been developed 
(cf. [20]) in addition to cascade theory. 
During recent years there has been a rekindling of interest in the statistics of 
antigen-antibody systems by mass balance approaches [l], [26], [36] or by ad hoc 
combinatorics [5], [l 11, [ 121, [24], [28], [29], [32] most often citing Flory [lo] or 
Stockmayer [37] as their point d’appui. In addition, several investigations have 
demonstrated the use of cascade theory in a variety of cell biological, immunologi- 
cal, and polymer-related applications [25], [33], [34], [35]. Although much of this 
work has attempted to provide a generalized branching process formalism for many 
situations, none has derived an appropriate systematic framework for analysing 
soluble antigen-antibody complex systems which contain (1) an antigen with many 
different epitopes and (2) several different antibodies each of which has an affinity 
for one of the epitopes. Such a framework is needed in the analysis of our recent 
results obtained on model antigen-antibody complexes [27], [40], [41] and has appli- 
cation to antigen-antibody complex systems involving protein antigens, in general. 
The new class of random graph appropriate to these specific antigen-antibody sys- 
tems, which we have called random rainbow graphs, does not appear to have received 
any attention in the random graph literature. We shall return to graph-theoretical 
considerations of random rainbow graphs elsewhere. However, encouraged by the 
success that cascade-theoretic techniques have found in the study of random graphs 
in general [22], [23], we have developed here a cascade-theoretical approach that 
offers a systematic model for dealing with such antigen-antibody systems. 
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2. The antigen-antibody system 
The simplest antigen-antibody system that is rich enough to exhibit most of the 
physically interesting features of these systems comprises a single type of antigen 
unit and a fixed number, f, of different types of monoclonal antibody units. Specifi- 
cally, each molecule of the single type of antigen bears f distinct epitopic sites at 
each of which association can occur with a single antibody molecule of appropriate 
type. An antigen molecule is, therefore, monofunctional with respect to each type 
of antibody and is f-functional with respect to monoclonal antibodies of all types 
in the system. Each molecule of the f types of antibody bears two sites at which 
association with antigen can occur. Thus, each antibody molecule can participate 
in complex formation with up to two antigen molecules, association occuring at the 
antigen epitopes of appropriate type. 
The case in which f= 1 is of limited interest in that it is not possible to form 
association complexes larger than trimers (one antibody and two antigen molecules). 
When f = 2, linear complexes can be formed and such systems have been the subject 
of many papers [I], [26], [36]. For f > 2 complex formation can give rise to network 
structures including a transition analogous to the gel point observed in polymer for- 
mation [7], [S], [22]. However the difficulties inherent in ad hoc probabilistic ap- 
proaches to the statistical description of the complexes formed render the task 
inaccessible for most purposes. In contrast, the systematic approach furnished by 
application of cascade methods makes it possible to obtain these results. 
Systems in which, for any f, the f epitopic sites of the antigen are rendered equi- 
valent and the f types of antibody are made physically identical (that is they have 
the same molecular weights, equilibrium constants, etc.) are contained in the model 
described above as a special case. Such systems are interesting in that they are akin 
to branched polymer systems which have been studied by a variety of techniques in- 
cluding cascade theory. Hence, they serve here to provide a means of verifying some 
of our calculations since the results can be compared with those obtained by in- 
dependent arguments. In particular, for f=2 the mass balance approach serves to 
verify the cascade-theoretic results. 
The formation of complexed molecules in the antigen-antibody system proceeds 
by a stepwise process analogous to bond formation in polycondensation. We shall 
refer to an interaction between antibody and antigen at the epitope as a ‘bond’. 
However, each bond formation step in the process should be considered reversible. 
In this paper we shall confine ourselves to the equilibrium situation rather than the 
progress of the system toward its equilibrium state. Specifically, we introduce for 
each of the f types of antigen-antibody ‘bonds’ an equilibrium constant K4 
(q = 1,2, . . . , f) which, in the usual form for physical chemistry, describes the ratio 
of concentrations (or activities) of species participating in the equilibrium process. 
The equilibrium constants, values of which are available from experimental data, 
are somewhat inconvenient for theoretical models of these systems. Instead, we 
define and make use of a set of probabilities (sometimes called association con- 
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stants) to which the equilibrium constants are related. For each of the f types of 
epitope site on antigen molecules and for each of the f types of binding sites on the 
antibody molecules we introduce a probability that a site is participating in a bond. 
We assume that the probability depends on the type of site but has the same value 
for each site of the same type. This suggests that there are 2f probability values. 
However, each of the antigenic epitope probabilities is related to the appropriate 
antibody site probability in terms of the concentrations of the two types of 
molecules in the system. Thus, in fact, there are just f independent probabilities 
whose values are determined by the experimental parameters, K4 (q = 1,2, . . . , f) 
and the f + 1 concentration terms (antigen and f types of antibody). 
In the present work we make the following assumptions: 
(1) That we are dealing with a system that is in (reversible) equilibrium and thus 
is showing no macroscopic changes in complex molecule distribution with time. 
(2) That the various antigen-antibody bond forming processes are independent of 
each other. That is, their various equilibria constants (and hence association prob- 
abilities) are independent. Specifically, this means that we are assuming there are 
no cooperativity effects that might otherwise function either to promote (positive 
cooperativity) or to retard (negative cooperativity) some bond formation steps by 
virtue of the creation of specific local complex structures. 
(3) That there are no non-binding site effects. Such effects can result from inter- 
actions among antibody molecules which occur due to juxtaposition of non-binding 
site portions of the antibody molecule. Such effects, where they occur, may function 
to modify the equilibria (or probabilities of various bond formation steps) and may 
also affect solubility (see assumption (4)). 
(4) That the antigen-antibody system is well mixed without concentration gra- 
dients so that each equilibrium constant has a single value over the entire system. 
In particular, we do not consider systems exhibiting precipitation or other macro- 
scopic phase separation phenomena. Such effects would, of course, markedly inter- 
fere with the equilibrium analysis we undertake here. 
(5) That cycle (sometimes called ‘ring’ in chemical parlance) formation in the 
associating complexes occurs only to a negligable extent. 
We are aware that some of these assumptions are questionable for real physical 
systems under some conditions. (For example, neglect of cycle formation in systems 
where conditions are such that large complex molecules are formed.) Nevertheless, 
by making these assumptions we considerably simplify the presentation and obtain 
an approximation that is useful over a wide range of conditions of physical interest. 
In a sequel paper we will deal with the necessity and feasibility of relaxing the 
assumptions made here. 
Following some preliminaries in the next section, we give a description of the 
model and the cascade-theoretic approach to it. This task is one for which the 
language and techniques of graph theory are appropriate and we have been directed 
by this fact. However, we have deliberately retained the biochemical terminology 
throughout most of this paper. We have chosen this course in part so as to avoid 
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overtaxing our biochemical readers. Additionally, and appropriately for this special 
volume, we have chosen this course so as to expose our graph-theoretical readers 
to the relevant biochemical terminology in a form that should be easy to manage. 
As we encounter new terms we offer graph-theoretical equivalents so that ‘pure’ 
graph theory readers will find little difficulty in rewriting our description without 
further reference to biochemistry if that is their wish. 
3. Some preliminaries 
Throughout, we use the term unit to refer to an antigen or antibody molecule 
whether participating in complex formation or not. The term molecule we reserve 
for use in dealing with separate chemical entities, antigen, antibody or complexed 
aggregates of antigen-antibody units. 
Clearly, we are considering a random graph system comprising antigen and anti- 
body types of vertices (units) between which edges (bonds) can occur to create ran- 
dom graph components (complex molecules). Antigen units are each two functional 
and may be any one off biochemical types. Graph theoretically we represent them 
as monochromatic vertices, that is each coloured with one off colours, and which 
may attain a maximum degree of 2. Antibody units have functionality f with respect 
to all antigen types, but functionality one with respect to each of the f types of 
antigen. Antibody units are thus represented by vertices that are coloured with the 
full spectrum of f-colours and are thus called f-chromatic vertices. It is this colour- 
ful description in graph terms that has encouraged us to term this class of random 
graphs, random rainbow graphs. 
Indices q = 1, . . . , f refer to monoclonal antibody units of type (colour) q and q = 0 
refers to (f-chromatic) antigen units with f different epitopic sites. Where appro- 
priate we employ the index notation ‘(4)’ (q = 1, . . . , f) to signify antigen units that 
are known to be complexed (with an antibody unit) on at least its epitope of type 
q (f-chromatic vertices that are known at least to have degree 1 with respect to 
colour q). 
We suppose the system we are studying to contain N4 (q = 1, . . . , f) antibody 
units of type q and NO antigen units (each with f different epitopes). We are deal- 
ing with a system which can be regarded as thermodynamically closed and in which 
the N4 (q=O,...,f) are large. Physically, since we deal with a fixed volume of the 
system the numbers N4 (q =O, . . . , f) are expressed as numbers per unit of volume, 
that is, as concentrations (molecules or moles per litre for example). Define, for con- 
venience, a concentration vector for the system, 
N={N,:q=O,...,f}. (1) 
In addition to the system composition as expressed through the concentration vec- 
tor N, we also have available from experimental data a set of equilibrium constants 
(see above) which we denote by K4 (q = 1, . . . , f). Since we have assumed the 
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various equilibria to be independent the following definition accords with chemical 
useage. For the system at equilibrium: 
K4=L4/(2Ny-L,)(N,-L,), q= 1, . ..) f (2) 
where L, is the equilibrium concentration of antigen-antibody bonds of type q 
(edge of colour q). Since 2N4 is the number of q-type association sites on all anti- 
body units and NO the number on all antigen units, the denominator in the defini- 
tion of I$ can be interpreted chemically as the product of concentrations of 
unreacted species participating in the equilibrium. 
Although equilibrium constants are conveniently derived from experimental data, 
for an analysis of the statistical properties of the entire equilibrium system it is more 
convenient to work in terms of the association probabilities (we might call them 
incidence probabilities in graph theory). We define: 
a,=L,/2N,, q=l,...,f (3) 
and 
b,=L,/NO, q=l,..., f. (4) 
Thus, a4 is the probability that a q-type site on an antibody unit is involved in an 
associative bond of type q while b, is the probability that an antigen unit bears an 
associative bond of type q. Since 
L,=2N,a,=N0b,, 
it follows that: 
&=2N,a,/{2N,(l -a,)N,(l -b,)} 
=N,b,/{2N,(l -a,)No(l -b,)} 
and 
b,=2N,a,/N0, 
whence 
&=a,/{(1 -a4)(No-2N,a,)}. 
Solving equation (8) for a4, then: 
a,=((K~1+No+2N,)+{(K~‘+N,+2N,)2-8N0N,}1’2)/4N,. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Thus, there are f independent association probabilities, a4 (q = 1, . . . ,f> which can 
be calculated from the set of experimental equilibrium constants K4 (q = 1, . . . , f) 
and the concentration vector N using equation (9). In each case (q = 1, . . . ,f), the 
root of equation (9) required is that for which Osa,< 1. We retain the use of the 
probabilities b, (q = 1, . . . , f) since this simplifies many of the expressions below. 
They are obtained from the probabilities a4 (q = 1, . . . ,f) and N using equation (7). 
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In addition to associating colours with the vertices to distinguish various chemical 
types, they are also associated with weights that reflect the chemical notion of mole- 
cular weight. Many physical applications depend on the total weights of vertices in 
a component of the random graph rather than its order (the number of its vertices). 
Let M4 denote the molecular weight of the antigen (q = 0) or antibody (q = 1, . . . , f) 
unit. For convenience, define a system molecular weight vector: 
ME{M$ q=o, l)...) f}. 
Also, define the following two scalar products: 
N=Jf+,.N= c N, 
(10) 
(11) 
and 
MEN. M= c N;M; (12) 
where J,={l,..., l},.; that is, J, is the r-component vector with all unit elements. 
Two other measures of the system composition are useful, namely the number 
and weight fractions of units of various types, these are denoted by rz4 and m, 
(4=QL...,fh respectively, and: 
n,=N,/N and rn4=N4M4/M. (13) 
In the equilibrium system, we shall define an x-mer to be an antigen-antibody 
complex molecule containing x units of all types q (q = 0, 1, . . . ,f). It is also useful 
to define the vector quantity x= {xq: q = 0, 1, . . . , _f} where x4 is the number of units 
of type q. 
4. Cascade analysis of the antigen-antibody system 
A mixture of N,, moles (or moles/litre) of antigen units and N4 (q= 1, . . . ,f) 
moles (or moles/litre) of antibody units of type q, proceeds, by bond formation 
(randomly forming edges), to an equilibrium state consisting of a statistical distribu- 
tion of complex molecules (random rainbow graph) that depends largely on the 
composition of the system. It is the statistical description of this distribution of com- 
plex molecules that we now address. 
Random Process A: Antigen-antibody complex system 
The distribution of antigen-antibody complex molecules is an outcome of a 
random process that inserts association bonds of type q (where q = 1, . . . , f) into a 
system of NO antigen units and N4 antibody units of each type q (= 1, . . . , f); under 
the requirements that: 
(1) Each antigen unit participates in a single bond of each type q (= 1, . . . ,f) with 
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independently uniform probability b, and does not participate with probability 
1 - b,, where b, is defined by equation (4). 
(2) The number of complex forming bonds (of type 4) in which each antibody unit 
of type 4 participates, forms an independently uniform binomial distribution with 
order 2 and mean 2a, (q = 1, . . . , f), where a4 is the probability defined by equation 
(3). 
(3) There are no antigen-antigen bonds formed. 
(4) No bond may connect two antibody units. 
(5) No cycle may be formed. 
Questions of interest to chemists concern distributions and moments for random 
variables that pertain to the structure of a molecular complex taken randomly from 
such systems (for example, the numbers of antigen and antibody units, or the mole- 
cular weight). Such distributions are described as number distributions since each 
complex molecule has an equal probability of being selected irrespective of its 
number of units or its molecular weight. The first moments of such distributions 
are, therefore, called number averages. 
Cascade methods are inapplicable, per se, to random processes such as those 
described above (Random Process A). However, by changing the form of the above 
questions we can answer them by constructing an equivalent cascade random pro- 
cess [6], [23]. Thus, rather than distributions and moments for random variables 
defined on a complex molecule chosen with equal probability from among all com- 
plex molecules in the system, consider instead the distribution for a random variable 
defined on the complex molecule containing a unit of type 4 selected with probability 
m4 (q = 0, 1, . . . , f) from among all antigen or antibody units in the system. Here mq 
is a ‘weight probability’ defined by equation (13). In this case the distributions must 
be interpreted as weight distibutions for the antigen-antibody complex system since 
now the probability of selecting a particular complex molecule is proportional to its 
molecular weight. The first moments of such distributions are weight averages for 
the molecular complex system formed by Random Process A described above, 
whereas the number averages are inverse negative first moments of the weight distri- 
bution. 
Random Process B: Cascade process 
The advantage of randomly selecting units (rather than complex molecules) is that 
we are now dealing with tree-like (that is cycle free) complex molecules in which one 
unit has been specially distinguished (by being selected). Such structures are called 
rooted trees in graph theory, a term which has no simple counterpart in chemistry 
(although the ‘structure’ occurs naturally in chemical applications). Cascade theory 
was set up precisely to deal with the probability distributions of random variables 
defined over random rooted tree structures. On this basis, as can be rigorously justi- 
fied, the weight distribution of a random variable defined on complex molecules 
resulting from Random Process A is equivalent to a distribution defined on random 
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rooted trees that result from Random Process B, a cascade process, described 
below. We remark that each unit in a rooted tree structure is said to be at root- 
distancej if there arej complex forming bonds in the chain of bonds joining that 
unit to the root unit. 
(1) Commence with a root unit of type q selected with probability m4 
(q=O, 1, . . ..f>. 
(2) The root unit may give rise to successor units at root-distance 1. 
(a) An antigen root unit may have as successors a single antibody unit of each 
type q (= 1, . . . . f). Each successor of type q occurs with independent probability 
b,, where b, is defined by equation (4). 
(b) An antibody root unit of type q (= 1, . . . , f) may have as successors at most 
two antigen units of type (q) (that is antigen units whose epitopes of type q are com- 
plexed). The number of successors forms a binomial distribution with mean 2a,, 
where a4 is defined by equation (3). 
(3) A unit at root-distance g may have further successors at root-distance g+ 1 
(g= 1,2, . ..). 
(a) An antigen unit of type (q) at root-distance g may have as successors a 
single antibody unit of each type j+q with independent probability bj. 
(b) An antibody unit of type q at root-distance g may have as successor a single 
antigen unit of type (q). This occurs with probability a4. 
(4) The process terminates when there is no unit at some root-distance g = 1,2, . . . . 
It will expedite the analysis to recast this description of the cascade process in the 
language of probability generating functions (pgfs). We have provided a concise 
reminder of pgfs and some of their more useful properties, including a discussion 
on joint probability distributions, in our Appendix. The extension to probability 
generating vectors (pgvs), in which each component is a pgf requires little further 
discussion. For further details on pgfs the reader might care to consult [9], [14], 
1151, t171. 
Let t, be a ‘counting’ variable for antibody units of type q (= 1, . . . , f) and let t(,) 
be a counting variable for antigen units that are successors of antibody units of type 
4 (4= 1, . . . . f ). Where appropriate we may count antigen units irrespective of their 
antecedents. In this case the distinction between units counted by variables tt4) 
(q= 1, . . . . f) is dropped and terms can be combined. We use the counting variable 
to to count antigen units without this distinction. 
Define the following counting vector T of order 2f: 
T={t<,),t(,), ..-,tCf,,tl,t,, . . ..tf}. (14) 
Consider a root of type q (= 0,l , . . . , f) and let F,,,(T) be a probability generating 
function (pgf) for the successors at root-distance 1. Then, from Random Process 
B, we can write an expression for Cft{ TX 1 F,,,(T)}, read as ‘the coefficient of TX 
in the function F,,,(T)‘. Here, we are using a vector exponentiation operation 
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defined by: 
TX={$Q=(l> )...) <f>,l)..., J-}. (15) 
Define the root probability generating vector as: 
~,(~)={~,,,(~):q=O, l,...,f}. (16) 
From Random Process B (2a), the joint probability distribution for an antigen 
root is the convolution of independent probability distributions for each off anti- 
body successors. Thus: 
F~,,(T)= ~ (1 -bj+bjtj). (17) 
j=l 
Similarly, from Random Process B (2b) an antibody root of type q has a binomial 
distribution of antigen successors. Thus: 
&,(T)=(l -a,+a,&,Y, 4= L...,f. (18) 
Consider now a unit at any root-distance g greater than zero (that is other than 
a root unit). Let F,(T) be a pgv for the successors at root-distance g + 1 of a unit 
at root-distance g. That is, 
F,(T)={F,,,(T):q=(l),...,(f),l,...,f} (19) 
in which Cft(TXIF,,,(T)) is the probability that a unit of type q at root-distance 
g has Xj successors of type j {j = (l), . . . , (f), 1,. . . ,f}. Then, from Random Pro- 
cess B (3), since an antigen unit at root-distance g (>O) already has, at root-distance 
g - 1, exactly one antecedent antibody unit, and since no antigen unit may partici- 
pate in more than one bond of each type q, the pgf component of the pgv equation 
(19) for such units is: 
1 (1 -b,+b,tJ’, q=l , .-., .f. (20) 
Similarly, for an antibody unit of type q (= 1, . . . , f) at root-distance g (>O), from 
Process B (3b): 
F,,,(T)=(l -a,+~&,,), q= 1, . . .._f. (21) 
We remark here that the pgv F,(T) has order f + 1 while the pgv Fl(T) has order 
2f. (T, the argument of both pgvs, has order 2f.) 
The central notion in one of the major contributions made by Good [13] to the 
theory of branching (or cascade) processes, a notion first applied by Gordon [16] 
to the statistics of branched polymers (see also [4]), is the technique of cascade 
substitution. Phrased in the context of the present discussion, Good’s result fur- 
nishes the joint probability distribution for the number of units of each type j 
(=(l), . . . . (f>,l,..., f) found in an antigen-antibody complex molecule containing 
a particular unit (root), given that the root of this molecule is of type q (= 0, 1, . . . , f ). 
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Good’s expression for this set of global random variables of a complex molecule in- 
corporates a recursive composition (that is substitution) of pgfs for the immediate 
successors (Cascade Process B) of a unit in a complex molecule. These are, of 
course, local random variables. In the absence of this result it would be difficult to 
construct a probability model for the distribution of units in a random rooted com- 
plex molecule from the system, and hence for the results we seek. 
Let W4 (T) be a pgf for the distribution of units of type j (= ( 1 >, . . . , (f), 1, . . . , f) 
in a rooted complex molecule obtained as above, given that the root is of type q 
(=O, 1, . ..) f). Then [13], 
W,(T) = &&,,(W (22) 
where (using ‘A’ to denote a vector product): 
(I= U(T) = T/IF,(U) 
={tjFlj(U):j=(l),...,(f),l,...,f). (23) 
This pair of equations comprises the infinitely iterated composition of probability 
generating functions mentioned above and it is the essence of the cascade substitu- 
tion technique. The introduction of the pgv U, recursively defined by equation (23), 
should be seen as purely formal, and it is a function of the counting variables T. 
The remainder of this section will be concerned with operating on these probability 
generating functions so as to extract the statistical parameters of interest in antigen- 
antibody systems from the ‘weight fraction’ pgv W(T) = { W,(T): q = 0, 1, . . . , f}. 
From the pgf W,(T), see equation (22), we can obtain, using standard pgf 
methods, (see Appendix) the expected numbers of units of type j (= 0, 1, . . . ,f) in a 
complex molecule of our antigen-antibody system, given that the root unit is of type 
q (=O, I,..., f). This expectation is: 
E(xjIq)=dW,(T)/dtj/T=Jz,. (24) 
The appropriate probability that a unit of type q (= 0, 1, . . . ,f) is chosen as root, 
from the chemical system, depends on the number of such units and on their weight. 
This probability is m4, the weight fraction of units of type q, equation (13). Conse- 
quently, the expected number of units of type j (= 0, 1, . . . ,f) in a rooted complex 
molecule irrespective of the root type chosen, is: 
E(xj) = i mqE(Xj 14). 
q=O 
Clearly, E(x), the expected total number of units, irrespective of type, in a com- 
plex molecule, is just 
E(x) = jco E&j) = j$o ,iio E&j I q)m,. (26) 
As is explained in the Appendix, E(x) is the first moment of the distribution of the 
random variable x, that is the number of units in the complex molecule containing 
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a randomly chosen (root) unit. This distribution, as is discussed above, corresponds 
to what is called a weight distribution of units in a randomly chosen complex mole- 
cule since the distribution of x statistically weights each complex molecule by its 
molecular weight. Thus, E(x) corresponds to what is called the weight average 
degree of association of an antigen-antibody complex molecule in the equilibrium 
system. 
The parameters of most interest to us are non-colligative, that is, they depend on 
the molecular weights of, rather than on their numbers of, molecular units. Thus, 
the expected ‘molecular weight’ of a complex molecule containing a randomly 
chosen unit, that is the ‘weight average molecular weight’ of a complex molecule 
in the antigen-antibody system is (see Appendix), 
(27) 
Central to the foregoing are the expectations E(Xj 1 q), (j, q = 0, 1, . . . , f) of equation 
(24). We deal with these first. Since 
W,(T) = t&,&J), (28) 
we have, forj,q=O,l,..., f 
d W4(T)/dtj=6,,Fo,,(U> + t, dFo,,(U)/dtj, 
where a,= 1 if i=j and zero otherwise. 
Let 
(29) 
U={u,(T):q=<l), . . . . <f>,l,... ,f> 
and with the following shorthand, 
(30) 
F~,q,(U)~dFo,,(U)/du,, 
q=o, 1 , ..f, f7 
s=(l),...,(f>,l,...,f (31) 
and 
(32) 
then 
dF,, 4 (U)/dtj 
(U)u”‘(T)+F” (U)u”‘(T) 6) o,q s 1, j=O, 
(33) 
j=l 9 ... ? f- 
The case for j= 0 follows from writing u:(T) (= du,(T)/dt,) in terms of the ex- 
panded set T of counting variables that comprise the argument of u,. Thus: 
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uji)( T) dt(i, ,+uj(T)$ 
0 0 
=ii, u;‘)(T), k=(l),...,(f),1 ,..., f 
because dt<i,/dtc=l and dti/dt,=O for i=l,...,f. 
Now from equation (23), 
u,(T)=t,F,,,(W, s=(l),...,U-),l, . . . . f, 
therefore 
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(34) 
(35) 
=as,jF,,,(U) + ts $, {FI:.J(U)u{i)(T) +FI,s(T>U/(T)} 
j=(l), . . . . <f>, 1, . . ..f (36) 
where 
Fiii(U),dF~,i(U)/dUj. (37) 
The set of implicit recursion equations (36) can be solved by rewriting the expression 
in matrix form. Thus, define 
and let 
[U’(T)]+!(T): &j=(l),...,(f), l,..., f] (38) 
[F;(U)]=[F/,,(U): i,j=<l> ,..., <f>, l,..., f]. (39) 
Then, in matrix form, equation (36) becomes 
[U’(T)1 =D[F,(U)l +NTl[~;;;‘(Wl[Lr’(T)I (40) 
where D[y1 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the components of 
the vector Y. Note that D[Jf] is the identity matrix of order f. 
It now follows that: 
[U’(T)1 -~[Tl[~;(~)I[U’(T)I =D[~,(W. (41) 
Hence 
[U’(T)1 = WI -~[Tl[~~‘;~)ll~‘~[~,(~)l (42) 
where [I] is the identity matrix (here of order 2f). That is, u;(T) is the row-s, 
column-j (s, j = ( 1 >, .. . , (f), 1 , . . . , f) entry in the right-hand matrix of equation (42): 
At T= U= Jzf, using the shorthand: 
WJs W~(J,f)=dW,(T)/dtjI,=,,, q, j=O, l,..., f, 
F~,,~F~,(Jzi)=dF~,,,(U)/dujlo=J,, g=O,l;j=(l),...,(f),l,...,f, 
u:~U/(JZf)=dui(T)/dujI,=,,, j=(l) ,..., (f>,l,..., f 
(43) 
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and noting that: 
w,cJ2f)=Fo,,(J,f)=Fl,,(J2f)=u,(J2f)= 1 
we obtain from equation (29): 
W~=6,j+t,dFo,,(U)/dtjIT=JZ,, .i,q=O,...,f 
where, see equation (33), 
dFo,q(u)/dtj 1T= u=J~, 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
and U! is the row-s, column-j entry s, j = (l), . . . , (f), 1, . . . , f in the matrix: 
WI - mr’. (47) 
In summary then, with Wi obtained from equation (45): 
(1) The expected unit type partition of the complex molecule containing a ran- 
domly chosen unit for the antigen-antibody system, equations (24) and (25), is 
E(X)={E(Xj):j=O,l,...,f} 
i 
f 
= C mqWi: j=O,l,..., f . 
q=o 1 
(48) 
(2) The expected number of units (of all types) in the complex molecule that con- 
tains a random unit of the system, equation (26), is 
E(*)=itoE(n,)= f fi mqW& 
j=O q=O 
(49) 
These two results can also be considered as the first vectorial moment and the first 
scalar moment, respectively, of the weight distribution of x, the unit type partition 
of molecular complexes in the antigen-antibody system. They may also be inter- 
preted (see above) as the vector and scalar weight averages of the degree of associa- 
tion, DA, of the antigen-antibody system at equilibrium. In particular, the weight 
average DA is, 
(DA), = E(x). (50) 
Weight average molecular weights are derived from the weighted first moments 
of the weight distribution of x (see Appendix). Thus: 
(3) The vectorial weight average molecular weight of a molecular complex in the 
antigen-antibody system, equation (27) and cf. equation (lo), is 
(MW),=E(Mr\x)= i MjWdm,:j=O,l,...,f . 
q=o 1 
(51) 
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(4) The (scalar) weight average molecular weight of a complex molecule in the 
system, equation (27), is 
(MW),=E(M. X)= ~ ~ Mj W~m4. (52) 
j=Oq=O 
Higher statistical moments of these distributions can also be obtained from our 
model. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced a graph-theoretical model for predicting the size 
distributions of antigen-antibody complexes and have shown how the first moment 
of the weight distribution, that is the weight average molecular weight, for an 
antigen-antibody system may be extracted. Much of our effort here, however, has 
been in setting in place the machinery necessary to obtain other statistical quantities 
for such systems. We shall deal with higher moments of the molecular weight distri- 
bution, for example (MW),, and with individual terms in the molecular weight 
distribution in another paper. In addition, further model extension is possible so as 
to relax the assumptions used here and incorporate other features shown by realistic 
systems (for example, cyclic complex structures, non-binding site interactions, and 
precipitation). 
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Appendix: Probability generating functions 
A generating function (gf) S(t) for the sequence S = {s,, .s2, .. .} is an infinite sum: 
s(t)= C Sjtj 
j20 
(Al) 
in the counting variable 1. The counting variable plays a formal role in any analysis 
of the sequence S. It is used only to perform algebraic operations on the terms of 
the sequence; the latter appear as coefficients in the gf S(t). 
When the sequence S is a sequence of probabilities for a discrete random variable, 
then the generating function S(t) is called a probability generating function (pgf). 
Let y be a discrete (integer valued) random variable with a probability distribution 
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described by the probability generating function Y(t), with counting variable t. 
That is: 
Y(t) = c P(y =j) tj. 
j20 
(A21 
Clearly, from the definition, Y(1) = 1, that is, a pgf is a normalized function. 
As is well known and easily proved, the expected value or expectation of the 
random variable y, denoted by E(y), is obtained from the pgf for y as follows: 
E(y)= c jP(y=j)=dY(t)/dtI,=,, 
j?O 
(A3) 
this is also called the first moment of the distribution, Y(t), of y. 
Higher moments of the distribution of random variable y are also easy to obtain 
by means of standard operations on the pgf Y(t). 
In the paper we consider joint probability distributions of random variables. This 
requires a small extension of the above. Thus, let y = {yk: k = 1, . . . , q} be a discrete 
(integer-valued) random vector having pgf Y(t) with a set of counting variables t. 
We call this set a counting vector t = {t,: k = 1, . . . , q}. Hence, 
Y(t)= i C P(y,=i,,...,y,=i,)til...t$ 
k=l ikz0 
or in more compact form: 
Y(t) = c P(y = i) t’. (A9 
i 
Note that Y(J,) = 1, where J4 is the vector of order q all of whose entries are unity. 
We can define the expectation, E(yk) for each random variable component 
(k= 1, . . . . q) of y in the usual way. Thus: 
E(yk)= C ikP(y=i)=dY(t)/dtkI,=Jy 
i 
G46) 
where here the operator d/dt, refers to the partial derivative of Y(t) with respect 
to t,. This suggests two obvious ways to define expectations related to y, both easi- 
ly expressed in terms of E(yk). They are: 
and 
E(Y) = {E(JQ), . . . > E(Y,)) (A7) 
In the context of the present paper it is also useful to define a weighted expecta- 
tion. Thus, let M= {Mk: k= 1, . . . , q} denote a weight vector whose elements Mk are 
real-valued weights to be applied to the random variables yk. Then, the weighted 
expectation E(M+ y) is: 
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(A9) 
The expectation, E(y), and weighted expectation, E(M. y), are also called, respec- 
tively the first moment (and the first weighted moment) of the joint distribution of 
the random variables yk (k = 1, . . . , q). 
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